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About This Game

Experience the music in a new way. Feel it pulse around you.
The Polynomial is a 3D space shooter with unique, mathematical scenery that animates to the music. And this is not some

boring mathematics. This is fractals. There are worlds to explore, ugly enemies to kill, pretty allies to protect, bonuses to collect,
and scores to beat (if you are into this sort of thing). It also includes arena editor and a non-shooting mode in which you can
simply explore and rock out to your music. The game comes with 50 minute soundtrack; you can also import your music and
playlists or even use the microphone input. There is a great variety of options that you can adjust for your own ultimate visual

experience.

Key features:

Dynamic universe animated to music of your choice or microphone input.

50 minutes of original soundtrack.

Unique 3D graphics and effects.

Highly configurable visuals, music, and image post-processing.

Full featured editable music playlist.
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Support for anaglyph 3D glasses and the common 3DTV formats.

Joystick support.

Built in arena generator and editor.

35 hand-picked arenas.

4 music visualizers to choose from.

Innovative scoring function.
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Title: The Polynomial - Space of the music
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dmytry Lavrov
Publisher:
Dmytry Lavrov
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2010
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This is a simplistic 3D bus driving simulator, drive a bus around some NYC streets, collecting and delivering passengers on the
public transport system.

While the premise of the game may appeal to some, the implementation appeals to none. The graphics are quite poor quality,
the resolution is fixed and the graphics options can't be changed or improved beyond "low/med/high". Controls are likewise
fixed, which means any peripherals like a HOTAS prevent the game from being playable. Gameplay is equally limited,
featuring only simple bus routes and lacking even the level of sophistication as the truck driving sims.

There are many simulation games like Euro Truck Driver, this one is so poor in relative quality that it's impossible to
recommend.. I enjoyed this game very much. I have played thru all the campaigns and the Alexandria add-on completing all
achievements. Once you get a feel for the sequence and quantity of what you need to build, it goes smoothly with the population
mostly happy. Don't build too much too fast. I never did see a benefit for having scribes cause I never used them and it didn't
seem to affect the gameplay. It is also great to watch that great pyramid rise!!!. This game was advertised as vr but has almost no
functionality with vr equipment. using the headset makes the game unplayable and i spent 20 minutes just trying to figure out
how to interact with a menu to start the game. Because the vive controllers arent supported apparently and the headset cant do
anything alone so i had to dig out an out ps4 controller just to figure out that the game has almost no content whatsoever. The
controls are nausea inducing and difficult to use and nobody even plays it so 90 percent of what it does have is stripped away.. I
recommend this game to all kitten fans and achievement hunters! A great way to spend your time racing against friends while on
some awesome kawaii characters! Note the game has NO story just casual racing. The game simply looks adorable and was a lot
of fun to 100% =3

*click more info to read more about review and check out some screenshots*

Maps, Customization and more!
- You can outfit the characters with different clothing styles!
- There are different rides (boats/planes/cars) to pick from and you can
even change those colors as well. Really makes it a unique experience!

There are 4 tours that I can so far play.
4 Maps that are available and what you can use on the map as follows.
* Hello Kitty's Happy Town- Cars
* Chococat's Tropical Island- Boats
* Little Twin Stars Galaxy- Planes
* My Melody's Ski Resort- Cars

The game also has an [Adventure Mode] thats a series of mini games on the original main maps. In this mode you do a lot of fun
things like race through a time countdown while collecting cupcakes or apples. Sometimes your task is going through as many
hello kitty gates before time runs out. You are challenged to do these things on different maps and different vehicles as those I
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listed earlier.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=478531032

- The controls feel alright, there isn't any difficult and its the usual WSD format.
I recommend controller since I found it more fun and simpler but either way its still easy to control.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=478461425

- Maps are really cute and also simple to maneuver on and learn.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=478462061

- Graphics in the game are not amazing but are cute. Nothing high end.
- Music in the game was alright.

Side Notes

I am not a crazy cat person or anything but was so excited for its launch that I was almost crying! Finally Hello Kitty is on
steam! Am in love <3

Just got 100% on this game after 2.1hrs I had to plug in my controller which
made it even more fun and even more easier for me.

My Final thoughts
In the end I feel the game isn't polished enough to be worth $20 so I recommend picking up this game while it is on sale. I
would of expected this game to be worth $10-$15 max

A must get for Hello Kitty fans!
#Cats4Life. It was all fun and games until the final robot fight, which is terribly frustrating. Also the whole DLC is pretty short -
I would probably finish it in 10-15mins if not for that mentioned fight.. I am enjoying this Song Pack so far and can't complain.
The song selection is great and every song is fun to play even for less skilled players like myself.. Definitley not worth any
amount of money.
Just don't buy, don't play & enjoy life.

Pro; One achievement that you get for pretty much starting up the game.. A short but sweet platformer with some laugh out loud
moments.
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pretty fun game with a couple of players!
The moderator fits in very well.
Looking to see how many times i can play this without questions repeating themselves :). I see reviews from people that say this
is not challenging but they have played less than 2 hours. If you use the guide then sure, you could do that but this honestly is
tricky if you play it without cheating. I am an experienced chess player - 40 years and counting - and this is a good little puzzle
game that will drive you nuts at times.. I can dance over Jasons downed body 10\/10. I'd love to review this game, but I never got
it to run. After forcing it to quiet after it stopped responding while the game was loading, I uninstalled it.. Really good fun. It's
been added to the rotation along with Towerfall, Samurai Gun and Duck Game.

The music is great, the shooting is super meaty and satisfying and the sheilds are really good. Reflecting a shot into someone's
face is hilarious.

I think more variety in map mechanics would be good for longevity. Also maybe different shotguns? sawn-off, assault etc?
Could be pick ups or vary depending on character.. It is a simple, yet fun game.. This is if you like Tycoon based games. Sound,
and graphics are low end. It would be way better if it where in 3d, "with Animation".. But overall it's an ok time killer.. Horrible
game. Absolutely sexist - you cannot even chose the gender of the mine cart. The grammar is horrible (e.g. "didn't tried"). The
game makes fun of my most favourite movie series TWILIGHT. The explosions come nowhere close to Michael Bay. I only
wanted to hurt myself using my mouse 5 times.. I downloaded this content, but i can't find any new tiles in my rpg maker :(
I tried to restart the editor and to make a new project, but no other tiles appear...

What am I doing wrong?. So error riddled and hard to operate. Sadly disappointing.. Only played this for a bit, but wow! This is
very cool. I definitly recommend for any Vive User.

Essentially it takes your play space and adds a virtual wall to it that allows these orbs to bounce off of. You spin them around
with your controller and try to avoid getting hit by them while adding more on.

Kinda like the game Snake but 3d and a lot more fun!
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